This report forwards biographic information as it pertains to LTG Amir Hossein RABII, Commander, Tactical Air Command, Shiraz, Iran. LTG RABII was the former Commander of the 1st Fighter Base in Tehran, Iran, and is a member of the IIAF as an excellent pilot.
Amir Hossein Rabii (RA-BEE)

1. Country: Iran

2. Full Name of Subject: Amir Hossein Rabii (RA-BEE)

3. Date of Information (Y, M, D): 74 09 25

51. Police Record (Other than minor violations):

52. Religion - Effect of subject's religion or religious connections on his actions, military advancement, political views, etc.

Not a strict Moslem

53. Acquaintances and Relatives - Apparent influence of acquaintances and relatives on subject's views or career

54. Character - Subject's character, strengths and weaknesses, intelligence, loyalty, judgment, ability to communicate, leadership ability, and influence. Significance of individual in shaping international policies of his country.

Warm, open and humorous

55. Political Orientation - Attitude towards United States and other countries. Remarks and actions of subject toward representatives of the United States and its allies, and to representatives of nonaligned nations and Communist bloc nations. Political activities and attitudes, important political contacts, party affiliations, potential political influence in country in the event of a change in government

(b)(3): 10 USC 424

Group: 8
Downgraded on 12 year intervals; not automatically declassified
56. PERSONAL APPEARANCE - Appraisal of subject's dress, personal habits, mannerisms, eccentricities, peculiarities of speech and gait, prominent or unusual physical features, e.g., teeth, eyes, shape of face, complexion, tendency toward balding, etc.

A very handsome and well-groomed officer

57. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON SPOUSE - Spouse's political views, appearance, personality, attitude toward United States and other countries, influence on husband. Spouse's family connections influencing the husband's career.

58. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

a. Length of time collector has known subject and frequency of contact(s). Indicate how much of the information is based on the collector's own observation. Indicate other sources for information on subject.

b. Best ways of gaining subject's confidence and exerting influence on him.

c. Military reputation, competence, and significance. Include financial status, dependence on personal or political connections for military position. Reputation in own service, collector's own assessment of military competence, and military and/or political potential of subject.

Subject is way ahead of his contemporaries. The general is heir-apparent to General Khatami, commander, Imperial Iranian Air Force. The general is an excellent pilot and flies everything in his wing.
# DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE BIOGRAPHIC REPORT

## GENERAL INFORMATION

1. **COUNTRY**: IRAN  
2. **DATE OF BIRTH (Yr., mo., day)**: 75-02-13  
3. **DATE OF REPORT (Yr., mo., day)**: 75-02-13

## NAME

4. **FULL NAME**: Amir Hossein RASII (RA-BRI)  
   - **NAME or NAMES by WHICH INDIVIDUAL PREFERENCES TO BE ADDRESSED**:
     - **IN OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE**:  
     - **ORAL AT OFFICIAL GATHERINGS**:

5. **FULL NAME IN NATIVE ALPHABET**:  
6. **VARIANTS, ALIASES, OR NICKNAMES**:  

## SERVICE

7. **POSITION**
   - **PRESENT POSITION**: Commander, Tactical Air Command, Shiraz, Iran  
   - **RANK/TITLE**: LNS - Lieutenant General  
   - **DATE ASSIGNED POSITION** (Year, month, day): January 1975

8. **BRANCH OF SERVICE**: IIAF (Pilot)  
9. **SEX**: M

## DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH

10. **DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH**: Shiraz, Iran - 7th Tactical Fighter Base  
11. **NATIONALITY**: Iranian  
12. **PLACE**: Caucasus  
13. **PHOTO SUBMITTED**: NO

## CITIZENSHIP

14. **CITIZENSHIP**: Iranian

## TITLES AND HONORIFIC (PROFESSION, DOCTOR, PASTOR, ET C.)

15. **TITLES AND HONORIFIC**: Unknown

## PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

16. **AGE**: Early 40's  
17. **BEARD**: YES  
18. **MUSTACHE**: NO  
19. **TEETH**: Natural, NO

## PROMINENT OR UNUSUAL FEATURES

20. **EYES**: Brown  
21. **HAIR**: Black  
22. **BALDNESS**: NO  
23. **POSTURE**: Slanted

## PHYSICAL DEFECTS

24. **HEIGHT**: 59"  
25. **WEIGHT**: 160  
26. **BUILD**: Medium  
27. **POSTURE**: DIRECT

## PERSONAL BACKGROUND

28. **GENERAL STATE OF HEALTH**: Good  
29. **HARD OF HEARING**: NO  
30. **GLASSES**: NO

## EDUCATION

31. **CIVIL EDUCATION**: Unknown

## LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

32. **LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY**:
   - **Farsi**: Native Language  
   - **English**: Excellent - Reads and writes fluently

## TRAVEL

33. **TRAVEL**:  
   - 58 00 00 -furstenfeldbruck Air Force Base, Munich, Germany  
   - 74 06 14 - Visited Edwards ABF, Boeing and Northrop Aircraft Corporations, Nellis and Travis ABFs. While visiting Travis ABF the General flew in a C-5. Also at Travis ABF entertained U.S. Generals at a luncheon.

---

(b)(6)  
(b)(3): 10 USC 424

DD FORM 1396-1  
EDITION OF 1 NOV 83, IS OBSOLETE.
(a) DATES UNKNOWN - Member of the Iranian Acrobatic Flying Team
56 00 00 - Jet Pilot Training Course, Fürstenfeldbruck AFB, Munich, Germany
74 06 14 - 74 07 00 - Visited Edwards AFB, Boeing and Northrop Aircraft Corporations, Nellis and Travis AFB's. While visiting Travis AFB the General flew in a C-5. Also at Travis AFB entertained U.S. Generals at a luncheon.
73-02-00 - 74-12-31 - CMDC, 1st Fighter Base at Tehran, Iran
75-05-19 - Promoted to Major General
75-01-00 - Promoted to Lieutenant General

(b) Unknown

(b)(3):10 USC 424
40. U.S. ACQUAINTANCES AND RELATIVES (Name, position or occupation of relatives, domicile, nature and duration of relationship. Include U.S. military or other U.S. official acquaintances/relatives under this item.)

Unknown

41. PREFERENCES (Personal preferences in food, drink, tobacco, entertainment, sports, hobbies.)

(b)(6)

42. PUBLISHED WORKS (Title of article or book, if article, name of publication appearing in, date published, publisher.)

None known

SPouse = FAMILY

43. FULL NAME OF SPOUSE

(b)(6)

44. MAIDEN NAME OF SPOUSE

Unknown

45. DATE/PLACE, BIRTH

Unknown

46. NATIONALITY (Indicate dual citizenship where applicable.)

German/Iranian

47. RACE

(b)(6)

48. BACKGROUND (Education, language preference, work and drink habits, activities in entertainment, special interests, professional associations.)

(b)(6)

49. CHILDREN (Names, sex, ages, marital status, other names of interest such as siblings, health, military service.)

(b)(6)

(b)(3): 10 USC 424

29. OBSOLETE

End(1)
PHOTOGRAPH OF LGT Amir Hossein RABII, ITAF
COMMANDER, TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, SHIRAZ, IRAN

(b)(6)